Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry with supersonic molecular beams
A new approach for liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) is described, based on achieving soft thermal vaporization followed by supersonic expansion and direct sample compound ionization, while in a supersonic molecular beam (SMB). The soft molecular vaporization step utilizes spray formation that is continued by fast thermal vaporization inside a channel supersonic nozzle, followed by ultrafast supercooling in a supersonic expansion. The short time (several microseconds) spent by the vaporized compound in the heated nozzle prior to its expansion cooling may result in incomplete vibrational equilibrium and thus reduced degree of dissociation. In addition, even if vibrational equilibrium at the nozzle temperature is obtained, the sample compounds have significantly reduced time for their dissociation, which is thus further minimized (kinetic consideration). As soon as the molecules expand and form a SMB, they are supercooled and any further dissociation is avoided. While in the SMB, the sample molecules can be ionized either by electron ionization as described in this paper or by hyperthermal surface ionization. The major goal of this method is to obtain high quality library searchable electron ionization mass spectra, for a broad range of thermally labile compounds, with higher sensitivity than that achievable by particle beam LC-MS. The soft thermal vaporization nozzle is described and mass spectral results with corticosterone are demonstrated. The potential advantageous features of this new method are discussed.